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Rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra from vibrational autoionization of individual rotational
levels of the nlR �v�1, 11�n�15, 0�lR�3� Rydberg states of NO are measured by combining
two-color double-resonance excitation via the NO A 2�� �v i�1, Ni�19� state with time-of-flight
photoelectron spectroscopy. The photoelectron spectra show that both even-l and odd-l continuum
partial waves are generated by the autoionization events, and thus provide evidence for angular
momentum exchange between the outgoing electron and the molecular-ion core. We interpret these
observations as caused by the multipolar interactions between the outgoing electron and the
vibrating nuclear core, which appear to be brought about both by the dependence on internuclear
distance of the electron-ion-core electronic interaction and by Rydberg-valence state couplings.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics. �S0021-9606�97�01905-3�

I. INTRODUCTION

In high-lying Rydberg states of a molecule, the semiclas-
sical time scale associated with the Rydberg electronic mo-
tion is comparable to or even longer than those associated
with the nuclear degrees of freedom.1 Hence the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation, which forms the basis for our
understanding of low-lying electronic states of molecules,
often breaks down in these states, and the coupling between
the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom plays an es-
sential role in determining the dynamics of high-lying Ryd-
berg states.2,3 Vibrational autoionization of a molecule, in
which the vibration of the nuclear framework drives an elec-
tron in a Rydberg state above the ionization limit to escape
into the continuum, represents an especially dramatic ex-
ample of the breakdown of the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation.3,4 Most experimental investigations of this
phenomenon to date have been performed by various spec-
troscopic techniques, in which positions, widths, and inten-
sities of Rydberg transitions have been measured.5–8 Multi-
channel quantum defect theory �MQDT�, which provides a
unified theoretical framework for describing the dynamics of
Rydberg states, has often been successfully applied to ex-
plain these spectroscopic observations.3 Although the syner-
gistic interplay between the various spectroscopic studies
and MQDT has yielded valuable insight into the dynamics of
vibrational autoionization, a quantitative understanding of
this process has rarely been accomplished because of the
experimental difficulties in probing the final quantum states
associated with the various decay pathways.

High-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy coupled
with multiple-resonance multiphoton excitation provides an
ideal experimental probe for the dynamics of vibrational
autoionization because it allows for the resolution of the
quantum states of the ion and the photoelectron produced
from vibrational autoionization of a well-defined quantum
level in the high-lying Rydberg state. Most importantly, the
resolution of the ion rotational states and the measurement of
photoelectron angular distributions �PADs� associated with

them enable the partial-wave decomposition of the ionization
continuum, and provide a very detailed insight into the ion-
ization dynamics of molecules.9–17 Although many photo-
electron spectroscopic studies have been performed to mea-
sure the vibrational state distributions of the ion18,19 and to
measure PADs associated with each vibrational state20–22

following the vibrational autoionization events, the resolu-
tion of the rotational state of the ion has been achieved only
for vibrational autoionization of H2

23,24 and NO.25

The NO molecule has served as an important benchmark
system for dynamical studies of high-lying Rydberg states of
diatomic molecules.22,26–43 The level-position analyses of
high-lying Rydberg series of NO indicate that the electronic
orbital angular momentum quantum numbers lR of p and f
Rydberg electrons are relatively unperturbed.27,33 The s�
and d� Rydberg series are, on the other hand, found to mix
almost completely with each other to form so-called ‘‘s ,d
supercomplexes.’’33,44 Despite the well-understood level
structures of these Rydberg series, the detailed understanding
of the decay dynamics of the nlR Rydberg states has proven
difficult because of the complexities that arise from interac-
tions between the Rydberg levels and valence electronic
states.27,41–43,45–47 Direct measurements of the atomic nitro-
gen fragments from predissociation show that the nlR Ryd-
berg states �0�lR�3� of NO exhibit competition between
vibrational autoionization and predissociation when both
channels are open.36,39,40 The measurements of line widths of
individual Rydberg states suggest that this competition is
strongly dependent on lR ;29,35,38 whereas predissociation
dominates the decay dynamics of the p Rydberg states, it
does not play a major role in the s� , d� Rydberg supercom-
plexes. Recently, several MQDT calculations have been per-
formed to explain various experimental findings,22,41–43 and
they were partially successful in accounting for the observed
widths of the np Rydberg levels27,29 and the vibrationally
resolved PADs from vibrational autoionization of the ns and
n f Rydberg levels.22 These calculations have explicitly con-
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sidered the interactions between the Rydberg levels and vari-
ous valence states but assumed that the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the Rydberg electron does not change during the
autoionization process.22,41–43

In a previous report, we presented rotationally resolved
photoelectron spectra from vibrational autoionization of the
np and n f Rydberg levels of NO excited via the NO
A 2���v i�1, Ni�19� state.25 Those photoelectron spectra
illustrate the production of many continuum partial waves
with different electronic orbital angular momenta, l�, thus
providing unequivocal experimental evidence for angular
momentum exchange between the electronic and nuclear de-
grees of freedom in these autoionization events. In this ar-
ticle, we extend our previous study and report the rotation-
ally resolved photoelectron spectra from vibrational
autoionization of the nlR �11�n�15, 0�lR�3� Rydberg
levels of NO including the ns Rydberg levels. The spectra
presented here indicate that the angular momentum exchange
between the outgoing electron and the ion core is indeed a
general characteristic of vibrational autoionization of high-
lying Rydberg levels of NO. This observation is in sharp
contrast with the observations made in vibrational autoioniz-
ation of the singlet np Rydberg states of H2,24 for which the
rotational state distributions of the H2

� ion were found to be
consistent with the production of only p partial waves in the
ionization continuum. The photoelectron spectra presented
here also show that the rotational state distributions of the
NO� ion are strongly dependent on various quantum num-
bers associated with the autoionizing Rydberg states. The
partial-wave decomposition determined in our study clearly
shows that the common assumption that the angular momen-
tum for the Rydberg electron does not change in vibrational
autoionization events is not generally valid.8,22,41–43 More-
over, the detailed behavior of each Rydberg levels deter-
mined here provides an important insight into the dynamics
of the vibrational autoionization of NO.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Recording multiphoton ionization spectra

In the experiment reported here, the high-lying Rydberg
levels of NO were prepared by two-color double-resonance
excitation of NO via the NO A 2�� �v i�1� state. In this
excitation scheme, the first laser light �pump light� of wave-
length 	1 excites the NO molecule to a specific rotational
level of the NO A 2�� �v i�1� state, which is subsequently
excited to various high-lying Rydberg levels by the second
laser light �probe light� of wavelength 	2 . The two colors 	1
and 	2 were obtained from Nd:YAG-pumped pulsed dye la-
sers �DCR-3 and PDL-3, DCR-1A and PDL-1: Spectra Phys-
ics� operating at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The pump color
�	1
214 nm� was generated by frequency doubling the dye
laser output �PDL-3� using a �-barium borate �BBO� crystal.
The probe color �	2�311–337 nm� was generated by fre-
quency doubling the dye laser output �PDL-1� using a potas-
sium dihydrogen phosphate �KDP� crystal.

The double-resonance multiphoton ionization �MPI�
spectra were obtained in a stainless-steel gas cell filled with

50 mTorr of neat NO.25 Two counterpropagating laser beams
were introduced into the gas cell through quartz windows,
with the pump laser preceding the probe laser by �10 ns.
The NO� ions produced in the gas cell were collected with
two metal plates by applying a static DC voltage on the order
of 10 V/cm. Figure 1 shows a typical double resonance MPI
spectrum via the NO A 2�� �v i�1, Ji�18.5, Ni�19� level.
An enlarged portion of this spectrum was presented in Fig. 1
of our previous publication.25 The pump laser was tuned to
213.9 nm to be in resonance with the NO A � X �1,0�
R21�17.5� line, and the probe laser was scanned between the
NO� X1�� �v��0� and the NO� X1���v��1� ionization
thresholds. Over 100 well-resolved resonance features are
observed in the spectrum, each of which can be unambigu-
ously assigned to the nlR (n�40, 0�lR�3� Rydberg series
of NO converging to the NO� X 1�� �v��1, N��17–21�
ion �see Sec. III A�. Level positions and widths of the spec-
tral features did not change appreciably as a function of the
collection voltage ��30 V/cm�, indicating that the perturba-
tions caused by the applied electric field are not significant
for the Rydberg levels observed in the spectrum. Most of the
background ion current in the spectrum is found to be caused
by the one-color two-photon ionization of NO by the 213.9
nm pump light. Although it is not shown here, the double-
resonance MPI spectrum via the NO A 2���v i�1, Ji�20.5,
Ni�21� level was also obtained using the same experimental
set up. The comparison of that spectrum with Fig. 1 facili-
tated the unambiguous assignment of spectral features be-
cause several main Rydberg series appeared in both spectra.

B. Recording photoelectron spectra

Once each spectral feature in the double-resonance MPI
spectrum was assigned to a specific member of a Rydberg
series, the probe laser was tuned to the peak position of a

FIG. 1. A typical two-color double-resonance MPI spectrum of NO via the
NO A2�� �v i�1, Ji�18.5, Ni�19� level in a static gas cell. The NO pres-
sure in the gas cell is 50 mTorr, and the voltage applied to the plates in the
gas cell to collect ions is 10 V/cm. The level positions of nlR(NR

�) Rydberg
series of NO are indicated. The energy scale is referenced to the X21/2
�v�0, J�1/2� ground state of NO.
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selected Rydberg level, and the photoelectron spectrum was
recorded in a field-free time-of-flight �TOF� photoelectron
spectrometer that has been described in detail previously.10,48

All the photoelectron spectra reported here were obtained by
setting the linear polarization vectors of both laser beams to
point along the flight axis of the photoelectron spectrometer.
Typically, the power of the pump laser was held below 1 �J
per pulse whereas that of the probe laser was approximately
100 �J per pulse. Under these experimental conditions, the
photoionization of NO by the absorption of two successive
213.9 nm photons was minimized, and only photoelectrons
that resulted from the two-color two-photon absorption via
the NO A 2�� �v i�1, Ji�18.5, Ni�19� level were re-
corded. The photoelectron counts approached the back-
ground level when the probe laser was tuned off resonance
from a selected Rydberg feature, which indicates that the
photoelectron peaks observed in our experiment result from
the vibrational autoionization of the resonantly excited Ryd-
berg level. The fact that the Rydberg features observed in the
MPI spectrum in Fig. 1 show symmetric line profiles also

suggests that we can ignore the direct photoionization of the
NO A 2�� �v i�1� molecules to the ionization continuum
associated with the NO� X 1�� �v��0� ion.49 The mag-
netic field inside our spectrometer is measured to be less than
5 mG,11 and the electric field inside the spectrometer is esti-
mated to be on the order of 1 mV/cm based on the photo-
electron flight time and the photoelectron energy resolution
��2 meV�.

Figures 2–5 present typical photoelectron spectra that
result from vibrational autoionization of high-lying Rydberg
levels of NO. Fully resolved photoelectron peaks that corre-
spond to production of ions in different rotational levels of
NO� X 1�� �v��0� are clearly discernible. Each photo-
electron peak is denoted by the rotational quantum number
N� of the NO� X 1�� �v��0� ion. The assignment of each
photoelectron peak in the spectra was achieved through a
careful energy calibration of our photoelectron spectrometer
using the photoelectrons from the direct photoionization of
NO A 2�� �v i�1, Ji�18.5, Ni�19� above the NO�

X 1�� �v��1� ionization threshold. Because the rotational
state distribution from this direct photoionization event is
known11 and also because the photoelectron energy can be
precisely controlled by varying the wavelength of the ioniz-
ing laser light, the value of N� associated with each photo-
electron peak in Figs. 2–5 could be determined unambigu-
ously by comparing these spectra with those obtained from
the direct photoionization of NO.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure of the autoionizing Rydberg levels

The NO A 2���X 2 transition is well understood and
needs no further discussion.26 The transitions from the NO
A 2�� �v i�1� state to the high-lying Rydberg states of NO
converging to the NO� X 1�� �v��1� ion have also been
studied extensively using double-resonance MPI and fluores-

FIG. 2. Time-of-flight photoelectron spectra from vibrational autoionization
of �a� the NO 13p �v�1, N�19, NR

��19� level, �b� the 13p �v�1, N�18,
NR

��19� level, and �c� the 13p �v�1, N�20, NR
��19� level.

FIG. 3. Time-of-flight photoelectron spectra from vibrational autoionization
of �a� the NO 13f (v�1, N , NR

��17� level, �b� the 15f (v�1, N , NR
��17�

level, �c� the 12f �v�1, N , NR
��19� level, and �d� the 11p �v�1, N ,

NR
��21� level.
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cence dip spectroscopy.29,30,32,34,35,37,38 The main difference
between the present study and those reported earlier is that
the Rydberg levels observed in this study are associated with
high rotational quantum numbers (N�18) whereas the pre-
vious studies concentrated on Rydberg levels with N�10.
Although the basic physics that determines the rotational
level structure of these high-N Rydberg levels remains the
same as that for the low-N Rydberg levels,20,30,34 some dis-
cussion of the double-resonance MPI spectrum in Fig. 1 is
still warranted because the detailed understanding of it is
important in the subsequent analyses of photoelectron spec-
tra. As is well known,2 the electronic character of each Ry-
dberg level changes as a function of the rotational quantum
number because of heterogeneous interactions between Ryd-
berg levels, knowledge of which provides a vital insight into
the dynamics of each Rydberg level.

The Rydberg levels of NO with principal quantum num-
bers greater than 10 follow closely Hund’s case �d�
coupling,29,30,32,34,35,37,38 and thus can be designated by angu-

lar momentum quantum numbers N and NR
�.2,50,51 Here N�

represents the total angular momentum excluding electronic
and nuclear spin, and N� R

� represents the nuclear rotation plus
electronic orbital angular momentum for the NO� ion core.
The distinction between the quantum numbers NR

� and N�

should be clearly noted: whereas NR
� denotes the rotational

quantum number of the ion core in the Rydberg state, N�

denotes the rotational quantum number of the bare ion. The
NO A 2�� �v i�1� state, on the other hand, follows Hund’s
case �b� coupling. The angular momentum quantum numbers
that designate this state are N and �, where � represents the
projection of electronic orbital angular momentum l�R on the
molecular axis. The electric dipole selection rule for one-
photon absorption dictates that only transitions with �N
�0,�1 and that involve parity change are possible for the
transition between states that belong to Hund’s case �b� and
�d� coupling cases.52

Upon close inspection of the double-resonance MPI
spectrum in Fig. 1, seven Rydberg series converging to the
NO� X 1�� �v��1, N�� ion are clearly discernible. In ad-
dition, more than a dozen peaks that do not belong to these
main Rydberg series are also observed in the spectrum. Each
of the main Rydberg series was analyzed by fitting the level
positions of its members to the well-known Rydberg for-
mula,

Tn�v ,lR ,N ��T��v��1,N���
RydNO

�n��v ,lR ,N�2 . �1�

FIG. 4. Time-of-flight photoelectron spectra from vibrational autoionization
of �a� the NO 12f (v�1, N�18, NR

��21� level, �b� the 12f �v�1, N�19,
NR

��21� level, and �c� the 12f (v�1, N�20, NR
��21� level.

FIG. 5. Time-of-flight photoelectron spectra from vibrational autoionization
of �a� the NO 14s �v�1, N�18, NR

��18� level, and �b� the 14s (v�1,
N�20, NR

��20� level.
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In Eq. �1�, RydNO represents the Rydberg constant of NO
corrected for the mass of NO �RydNO�109735.306 cm�1�,
Tn(v ,lR ,N) represents the energy of the n-th member of the
(lR ,N� Rydberg series converging to the NO�

X 1���v��1, N�� ion, T� (v��1, N�) represents the
corresponding series limit, and �v ,lR ,N represents the quan-
tum defect for the corresponding Rydberg series. In our fit,
the dependence of �v ,lR ,N on the principal quantum number
n is ignored because this dependence is expected to be neg-
ligible in the spectral range measured in our experiment. The
effect of vibrational autoionization on the Rydberg level po-
sitions was also ignored in our fit.30,32,33

The results of fitting the seven Rydberg series that ap-
pear in the spectrum to Eq. �1� are given in Table I. Based on
the well-known spectroscopic constants of the NO� X 1��

ion53 and the quantum defects for low-n Rydberg levels,26 it
is straightforward to assign the observed series to a specific
nlR �v�1, N , NR

�� Rydberg series. The assignments are
listed in the first column of Table I. They are also included
in Fig. 1 as horizontal bars. As shown in Table I, the quan-
tum defect parameters obtained in our fit agree very well
with those obtained in the previous studies for the Rydberg
states with lower rotational quantum numbers.29,30,32,34,35 The
double-resonance MPI spectrum in Fig. 1 shows that the
N substructures of the np Rydberg levels were only partially
resolved. The fine structures of the n f Rydberg states were,
on the other hand, unresolved within the bandwidth of our
laser. The spectrum illustrates that the linewidths for the
np Rydberg levels are significantly broader �
1.5 cm�1�
than those for the ns and n f Rydberg levels. This line broad-
ening is consistent with the previous observations of the
np Rydberg states with lower N ,29,32,34,39,41,42,54 and stems
from the fast predissociation of the np Rydberg levels.41,42

Because of the broad bandwidth �
0.5 cm�1� of the probe
laser employed in this work, the detailed analysis of the
line widths for individual Rydberg levels was not performed.

Although the Hund’s case �d� description of the Rydberg
levels is appropriate for the level position analysis, it does
not provide a deep insight into the interaction between the
Rydberg electron and the ion core because the interactions
responsible for vibrational autoionization occur near the ion
core where the Hund’s case �b� designation is more
appropriate.3,16 In principle, the wave function expressed in

the Hund’s case �d� coupling scheme can be expanded in
terms of the Hund’s case �b� wave functions by a simple
geometric frame transformation.55,56 However, as evidenced
by the splitting of various N sublevels, the Rydberg levels of
NO observed in the present experiment do not follow Hund’s
case �d� coupling exactly. For this reason, the wave function
for each Rydberg level was obtained by diagonalizing the
molecule-fixed-frame rotational Hamiltonian using the
Hund’s case �b� basis functions.30,57 The vibronic term ener-
gies necessary for the calculation were adapted from Ref. 30.
The molecular Hamiltonian includes the l-uncoupling opera-
tor responsible for the heterogeneous perturbations between
the Rydberg series. The spin part of the Hamiltonian was
omitted in our calculation, however, because spin-orbit and
spin-rotation couplings are known to be small in the high-
lying Rydberg states of NO.26

It is well established from the MQDT analysis of the
Rydberg level structures that the electronic orbital angular
momentum quantum numbers lR of the p and f Rydberg
electrons are relatively unperturbed.26,33 Therefore, for the
np and n f Rydberg series, the l-uncoupling operator couples
only the levels within the same l manifolds, and the diago-
nalization of the rotational Hamiltonian is relatively straight-
forward. On the other hand, the mixing between the s� and
d� Rydberg series is known to be almost complete.27,33,44

Because of this homogeneous l-mixing interaction, the ‘‘s’’
Rydberg levels observed in Fig. 1 possess s� , d� , d� , and
even d� character. In our calculation, the strength of the
s��d� interaction was assumed to be the same as that de-
termined by Fredin et al.33 for high-lying Rydberg levels
converging to the NO� X 1���v��0� ion. The effect of the
l-uncoupling operator on the d Rydberg manifold was
treated explicitly.

The results of the calculation for selected Rydberg levels
are collected in Table II. In addition to enabling the charac-
terization of the observed Rydberg levels in terms of the
Hund’s case �b� basis functions, the calculation also allows
us to predict the positions of the individual N sublevels for
the p and f Rydberg series that are unresolved. In general,
the level positions obtained in this calculation are found to
reproduce the experimental level positions with an accuracy
better than 1 cm�1. Considering the experimental uncertain-
ties associated with our laser bandwidth and the calibration

TABLE I. Quantum defects and the series limits for the observed Rydberg series. The quantum defects given
in the third column are those reported for the low N levels �Ref. 32�. The theoretical series limits presented in
the last column are calculated from the spectroscopic constants of NO� �Ref. 26�.

Rydberg series �v ,lR ,N T�(v� � 1,N� � NR
�) �cm�1�

nlR �v�1, N , NR
�� This study low N This study Calculated

ns (v�1, 18, 18� 1.175�7� 1.178 77738.5�5� 77738.8
ns (v�1, 20, 20� 1.180�8� 1.118 77893.2�9� 77892.3
np (v�1, 19, 19� 0.7448�9� 0.729 77813.5�9� 77813.6
np (v�1, N , 19� 0.720�3� 0.722 77813.4�3� 77813.6
n f �v�1, N , 17� 0.027�3� 0.033 77667.7�2� 77667.9
n f (v�1, N , 19� 0.021�1� 0.021 77813.4�1� 77813.6
n f (v�1, N , 21� 0.026�3� 0.025 77974.9�4� 77975.0
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of the dye laser wavelength, the agreement between the cal-
culated and observed level positions is deemed acceptable.

B. Rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra

Figures 2–5 show rotationally resolved photoelectron
spectra from vibrational autoionization of various nlR �v�1,
N , NR

�� Rydberg levels of NO. All the spectra show clearly
that many rotational levels of the NO� X 1�� �v��0� ion
are populated after vibrational autoionization of the nlR (v
�1) Rydberg levels with a given rotational quantum number
NR

�. Except for the photoelectron spectrum from vibrational
autoionization of the 13p (v�1, N�19, NR

��19� Rydberg
level, all the spectra show several photoelectron peaks with
comparable intensities. Inspection of Figs. 2–5 also reveals
that the distributions of the ion rotational states depend
strongly on the quantum numbers NR

� and N . The photoelec-
tron spectra presented here, combined with the similar spec-
tra reported previously,25 show that the observed trends are
not restricted to a few Rydberg levels but are a general char-
acteristic of vibrational autoionization of nlR Rydberg levels
with 11�n�15 and 0�lR�3.

The observed rotational state distributions of NO� pro-
vide information on the partial-wave decomposition of the
continuum photoelectrons produced from vibrational auto-
ionization of a given Rydberg level.23–25 In our experiment,
high-lying Rydberg levels of NO are excited from the NO
A 2�� �v i�1, Ni�19� level by one-photon dipolar absorp-
tion and then decays under the field-free condition into the
NO� X 1�� �v��0, N�� ion and a free electron. A simple
parity consideration applied to this ��� photoionizing tran-
sition yields the photoionization selection rule,
N��Ni�l�odd.58,59 This selection rule implies that the ob-
servation of even-N� peaks in our photoelectron spectra cor-
responds to the generation of even-l partial waves in the
ionization continuum whereas the observation of odd-N�

peaks corresponds to the generation of odd-l partial waves.
In addition, information on the range of l generated in the
ionization continuum can be obtained from the range of N�

observed in our photoelectron spectra; because the total an-
gular momentum is conserved in the vibrational autoioniza-
tion process, three angular momentum vectors N� , N� �, and l�
should meet the triangle condition in order for each l partial
wave to be responsible for the N� photoelectron peaks in our
spectrum.60,61 Although the N substructures of the high-lying

Rydberg levels are not always resolved in our experiment, N
should range from 18 to 20 because Ni is 19.

The analysis of Figs. 2–5 based on these symmetry con-
straints reveal that many partial waves with different l values
are produced in general by vibrational autoionization of
nlR Rydberg levels converging to the NO� X 1�� �v��1,
N�� ion. Specifically, Fig. 2�a� shows that mostly p waves
are produced by vibrational autoionization of the 13p (v�1,
N�19, NR

��19� level although a small amount of even-l
partial waves are also produced in the ionization continuum
as evidenced by the small N��18 peak. Figures 2�b� and
2�c� show, on the other hand, that the behavior of the 13p
v�1, N�18 and 20, NR

��19� levels is rather different from
that of the 13p �v�1, N�19, NR

��19� level. Figures 2�b�
and 2�c� are obtained by fixing the probe laser wavelengths
at the predicted positions of the 13p �v�1, N�18, NR

��19�
and 13p �v�1, N�20, NR

��19� levels, respectively �see
Sec. III A�. Because the 13p �v�1, N�18, NR

��19� and 13p
�v�1, N�20, NR

��19� levels are not well resolved in our
experiment, the spectra in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c� should have
contributions from both of these quantum levels. The relative
contribution of the 13p �v�1, N�18, NR

��19� and 13p �v
�1, N�20, NR

��19� levels should change, however, as a
function of the probe laser wavelength, and the designations
given for Figs. 2�b� and 2�c� represent the major contributors
between these two levels. Both spectra indicate that p and
possibly f partial waves dominate the ionization continuum
when the 13p �v�1, N�18 and 20, NR

��19� levels autoion-
ize. The strong presence of even-N� peaks in these spectra
indicates, however, that the contributions of even-l partial
waves are more significant in these cases compared with vi-
brational autoionization of the 13p �v�1, N�19, NR

��19�
level.

Figures 3 and 4 show that vibrational autoionization of
the n f �v�1, N , NR

�� levels populates more rotational levels
of NO� than those of the np Rydberg levels. In vibrational
autoionization of all the n f Rydberg levels, more than five
photoelectron peaks with comparable intensities appeared in
the spectra, which indicates that comparable amounts of
even-l and odd-l partial waves are produced in the ionization
continuum. Surprisingly, Figs. 3�a�, 3�d�, and 4�b� show that
the strongest photoelectron peaks are associated with
even-N� rotational states of the ion, which indicates that the
ionization continuum may be dominated by even-l partial

TABLE II. The electronic character of selected Rydberg levels near the molecular-ion core.

Rydberg levels Electronic character �in %�

nlR (v�1, N , NR
�) s� p� p� d� d� d� f � f � f � f �

13p �1, 18, 19� ••• 54 46 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
13p �1, 19, 19� ••• 0 100 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
13p �1, 20, 19� ••• 46 54 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
12f �1, 18, 21� ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 34 48 16 2
12f �1, 19, 21� ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 0 36 50 14
12f �1, 20, 21� ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 19 2 38 41
14s �1, 18, 18� 67 ••• ••• 8 0 25 ••• ••• ••• •••
14s �1, 20, 20� 79 ••• ••• 5 0 16 ••• ••• ••• •••
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waves despite the fact that the orbital angular momentum of
the autoionizing electron itself is odd �lR�3�. It should be
remembered, however, that the photoelectron spectra pre-
sented here do not provide sufficient information to deter-
mine the exact partial-wave decomposition of the ionization
continuum because all the photoelectron spectra were re-
corded at a fixed laser-polarization geometry and also be-
cause the N substructures within the n f Rydberg features are
not well resolved. In general, the intensity distributions in a
photoelectron spectrum obtained at a fixed laser-polarization
geometry does not represent the rotational branching ratio of
a photoionization event because PADs associated with each
rotational peak can be quite different from one another. In-
deed, our preliminary study shows that the shapes of PADs
depend strongly on the rotational quantum number N� of the
ion for some vibrational autoionization events.61

The comparison of various photoelectron spectra in Fig.
3 demonstrates that the rotational state distributions of the
NO� X 1�� �v��0, N�� ion vary significantly as a function
of the principle quantum number n and the rotational quan-
tum number NR

�. Figure 4 illustrates, on the other hand, that
the ion rotational distributions are also dependent on the
quantum number N . Whereas the photoelectron spectra in
Fig. 3 were obtained by fixing the probe laser wavelength at
the peak positions of the corresponding Rydberg features, the
spectra in Fig. 4 were obtained at three different probe laser
wavelengths within the 12f �v�1, N , NR

��21� resonance
profile, each separated by 0.6 cm�1. The assignment of each
spectrum to the individual N substructure was made based on
the calculated positions of the 12f (v�1, N , NR

��21� levels.
As was the case for the photoelectron spectra from vibra-
tional autoionization of the 13p (v�1, N�18 and 20,
NR

��19� levels, these assignments should be interpreted as
denoting the major contributor to each photoelectron spec-
trum. Figure 4 nevertheless illustrates that the rotational state
distribution of the ion depends on the quantum number N ,
although the dependence is not so strong as those on quan-
tum numbers n and NR

� illustrated in Fig. 3. This reduced
dependence may be intrinsic to the dynamics of the vibra-
tional autoionization itself, or it may originate from our in-
ability to excite the individual 12f (v�1, N , NR

��21� levels.
Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show the photoelectron spectra ob-

tained from vibrational autoionization of the 14s (v�1,
N�18, NR

��18� and the 14s �v�1, N�20, NR
��20� levels.

The peak intensities in the photoelectron spectra did not
change appreciably as the probe laser wavelength was
scanned within each resonance profile. This observation con-
firms that the observed photoelectron spectra result from vi-
brational autoionization of individual Rydberg levels. As
was the case for the vibrational autoionization events of the
n f Rydberg levels, Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� show several photo-
electron peaks with comparable intensities and indicate that
significant amounts of odd-l partial waves are generated by
vibrational autoionization of these even-lR Rydberg levels.
The most striking features in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� are the
intensities of the photoelectron peaks that correspond to the
production of the NO� X 1�� �v��0, N��N�1� ion.
They are very weak in both spectra, whereas the photoelec-

tron peaks for the NO� X 1�� �v��0, N��N�1� ion are
strong. According to the photoionization selection rule men-
tioned above, both N��N�1 and N��N�1 peaks result
from the production of odd-l partial waves in the ionization
continuum. Therefore the near absence of N��N�1 photo-
electron peaks in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� cannot be attributed to
the absence of odd-l partial waves but instead should be
attributed to interference between various odd-l partial
waves in the ionization continuum.15,17 The analysis of rota-
tionally resolved PADs from the vibrational autoionization
events indeed confirms this interpretation and will be dis-
cussed in a subsequent publication.61

C. Vibrational autoionization dynamics of NO

The analysis of the photoelectron spectra in Figs. 2–5
establishes unambiguously that many different continuum
partial waves are generated from vibrational autoionization
of rovibrationally state-selected ns , np , and n f Rydberg lev-
els of NO. In general, photoelectron peaks associated with
even-N� and odd-N� ion rotational states are observed in
the photoelectron spectra, indicating that both even-l and
odd-l partial waves are present in the ionization continuum
irrespective of the electronic character of the autoionizing
Rydberg state. As such, the photoelectron spectra in Figs.
2–5 present unequivocal experimental evidence for angular
momentum exchange between the outgoing electron and the
NO� core in vibrational autoionization of the nlR
�11�n�15, 0�lR�3� Rydberg levels of NO.

These observations are rather surprising considering that
lR values for both p and f Rydberg electrons are relatively
unperturbed.27,33 Although the s� and d� Rydberg series are
found to mix almost completely with each other,33,34 the
analysis of the Rydberg-level positions indicates that mixing
between the odd-lR and even-lR Rydberg series is not signifi-
cant. As described in Sec. III A, the Rydberg level positions
observed in Fig. 1 can be reproduced very well by a MQDT
analysis that assumes only s��d� mixing. The photoelec-
tron spectra in Figs. 2–5 show, on the other hand, that sig-
nificant mixing occurs between even-l and odd-l partial
waves induced by the vibrational quantum change of the
NO� core. In the framework of MQDT, the dynamics of
vibrational autoionization is governed by the derivatives of
the molecule-frame reaction matrix elements, Kll�(R), with
respect to the internuclear distance R , whereas the level
structures of Rydberg states are roughly governed by the
vibrationally averaged reaction matrix elements.3,62,63 There-
fore our experimental results indicate that dKll�(R)/dR(l
�l�) can be of sizable magnitude even when the vibra-
tionally averaged off-diagonal reaction matrix elements
themselves are nearly zero. In previous theoretical calcula-
tions applied to vibrational autoionization, it has been com-
monly assumed that only l � lR partial waves are generated in
the ionization continuum when the nlR Rydberg states
autoionize.3,8,41–43,64,65 This assumption is equivalent to ig-
noring all the multipolar interactions between the Rydberg
electron and the ion core except the monopolar interaction.
The mixing between even-l and odd-l partial waves found in
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our experiments suggests, on the other hand, that the inter-
action between the outgoing electron and the vibrating dipo-
lar ion core plays an important role in vibrational autoioniz-
ation of the ns and n f Rydberg states of NO.

Two types of interactions have been proposed to explain
vibrational autoionization of molecules:66 one is termed the
‘‘vibrational’’ or ‘‘direct’’ coupling mechanism, and the
other is termed the ‘‘electronic’’ or ‘‘indirect’’ coupling
mechanism. In the vibrational coupling mechanism, the cou-
pling between the Rydberg levels and the nearby ionization
continuum is caused by the dependence of the electron-ion-
core interaction on the internuclear distance R . The elec-
tronic coupling, on the other hand, refers to the indirect cou-
pling between the Rydberg state and the ionization
continuum mediated by the strong electronic interactions be-
tween the Rydberg and valence states responsible for predis-
sociation. The distinction between these two types of mecha-
nisms originates from the particular choice of the Rydberg
basis functions �or channel functions� in MQDT.66 The
Rydberg basis functions commonly employed in MQDT be-
long to the diabatic representation of the electronic states and
do not diagonalize either the electronic or the nuclear
kinetic-energy parts of the full molecular Hamiltonian.2,66

The vibrational coupling mechanism refers to the Rydberg-
continuum coupling caused by the off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments of the nuclear kinetic-energy part of the Hamiltonian,
whereas the electronic coupling mechanism refers to the cou-
pling caused by the off-diagonal matrix elements of the elec-
tronic part of the Hamiltonian.

In principle, the angular momentum exchange between
the outgoing electron and the molecular ion core can be ex-
plained by either mechanism. In the vibrational coupling
mechanism, the angular momentum exchange can be caused
by the R dependence of the multipolar interaction between
the Rydberg electron and the vibrating ion core.67,68 In the
electronic coupling mechanism, on the other hand, the
partial-wave decomposition of the continuum electron
should depend on the nature of the valence electronic state
that is responsible for the indirect coupling. Unfortunately,
however, it is impossible to determine which mechanism is
more important in the vibrational autoionization events of
NO based solely on the photoelectron spectra because both
the vibrational and electronic coupling mechanisms are ho-
mogeneous perturbations in character.

As mentioned previously, many Rydberg-valence inter-
actions have been identified based on spectroscopic depertur-
bation analyses27,31,33,37 and measurements of the atomic ni-
trogen product from predissociation of various Rydberg
states.36,39,40 Many ab initio and MQDT calculations have
also been performed to explain these experimental
findings.41–43,45–47 Among the Rydberg-valence interactions,
the coupling between the p� Rydberg series and the B 2
and L 2 valence states is known to be strongest.27,41,42,45

The p� Rydberg series is, on the other hand, known to in-
teract with the A�2�� state.27,46,47 In Fig. 1, these strong
interactions are manifested as the line broadening of the p
Rydberg features. Although they are not so strong as the
interactions of the p Rydberg series, the interactions between

the f � Rydberg series and the A�2�� and I 2��states are
also found to be significant.39,40 Other proposed interactions
include those between the s� and d� Rydberg series and the
I 2��state and between the d� series with the B�2�
state.36,39,43,46,47

Although it is impossible to assess the relative impor-
tance of the vibrational and the electronic coupling mecha-
nisms based on our experiment alone, a comparison of our
experimental findings with information on various Rydberg-
valence interactions illustrates that both mechanisms need to
be invoked to explain the partial-wave decomposition from
vibrational autoionization of NO Rydberg levels. The elec-
tronic characters of the individual Rydberg levels necessary
for this comparison are provided in Table II. It is known that
the NO I 2�� and A�2�� states possess nearly pure gerade
and ungerade characters, respectively.47 Because all the f
Rydberg levels investigated in our experiment possess the
f� character that interacts with both the I and A� states, the
electronic coupling mechanism can explain the production of
both even-l and odd-l partial waves from vibrational auto-
ionization of the f Rydberg levels. As shown in Table II, the
s Rydberg levels investigated in our experiment are mostly
combinations of the s� , d� , and d� Rydberg characters.
Because the s� , d�-I 2�� coupling discussed above is ex-
pected to produce mostly even-l partial waves in the ioniza-
tion continuum, the odd-l partial waves generated in vibra-
tional autoionization of the s Rydberg levels should be
accounted for by the vibrational coupling mechanism or by
the d�-B�2� coupling.

The behavior of the p Rydberg levels provides an inter-
esting contrast to those of the s and f Rydberg levels. Table
II shows that the 13p (v�1, N�19, NR

��19� level has pure
p� character. Despite the strong p�-B ,L2 coupling men-
tioned above our analysis shows that the ionization con-
tinuum is dominated by p partial waves when the 13p (v�1,
N�19, NR

��19� level autoionizes. In addition, the near ab-
sence of N��17 and N��21 photoelectron peaks in Fig.
2�a� are consistent with the generation of p� rather than p�
waves,16 which validates the assumption in the previous
MQDT calculations.41,42 This behavior is not restricted to the
13p (v�1, N�19, NR

��19� level and is generally observed
for the np (v�1, N�19, NR

��19� levels with n�11–15.25

Being valence states, the B 2 and L 2 states are expected
to carry more than p� partial-wave character, and hence the
sole production of p� partial waves from vibrational auto-
ionization of the np (v�1, N�NR

�� levels is rather puzzling
if the electronic coupling is the primary mechanism for these
autoionization events. The vibrational autoionization events
of the np (v�1, N�18 and 20, NR

��19� levels are, on the
other hand, accompanied by more significant generation of
even-l partial waves.25 These Rydberg levels possess both
p� and p� character and interact not only with the B 2
and L 2 states but also with the A�2�� state. Because the
A�2�� state is almost purely ungerade in character and
hence cannot explain the production of even-l waves, the
generation of even-l waves from vibrational autoionization
of the np (v�1, N�18 and 20, NR

��19� levels indicates that
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the vibrational coupling mechanism plays a role in these
autoionization events.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented rotationally resolved photoelectron
spectra from vibrational autoionization of individual rota-
tional levels of the nlR �v�1, 11�n�15, 0�lR�3� Rydberg
states of NO. With the possible exception of the photoelec-
tron spectrum from the 13p (v�1, N�19, NR

��19� Ryd-
berg level, all the spectra reported here show evidence for
production of both even-l and odd-l partial waves from vi-
brational autoionization of a given nlR Rydberg levels of
NO, and thus demonstrate angular momentum exchange be-
tween the outgoing electron and the molecular-ion core in-
duced by the vibrational quantum change of the core. The
observed ion rotational state distributions are found to be
strongly dependent on various quantum numbers associated
with the autoionizing Rydberg state. Our experimental find-
ing clearly illustrates that the interaction between the Ryd-
berg electron and the vibrating dipolar core is important in
the autoionization events of NO Rydberg levels, contrary to
common assumptions in previous MQDT calculations. The
angular momentum exchange observed in our experiment
can be explained either by the vibrational coupling mecha-
nism or the electronic coupling mechanism proposed
earlier,66 although we cannot determine the relative impor-
tance of the two mechanisms based solely on our experimen-
tal data.
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